
 

 

Farming Equipment and Technology Fund 

Animal Health and Welfare Eligible Items 

Code Name Grant amount 

General livestock 

FETF78 Individual electronic weigh system £348.00 

FETF79 Weigh bars and weigh platforms for weighing livestock £358.00 

FETF80 Weigh bars or platform for animals less than 300kg £364.00 

FETF81 EID handheld recorder device £376.00 

FETF82 EID handheld device (stick reader) £232.00 

FETF100 Cameras for monitoring livestock £110.00 

FETF101 Auto EID drench gun £318.00 

FETF102 Auto vaccination gun for livestock £340.00 

FETF105 Positive pressure tube ventilation system £604.00 

FETF107 Electric fencing package £641.00 

FETF108 Thermal image camera £263.00 

FETF272A Solar powered electric fence energiser £100.00 

FETF273A Protective matting for range/pasture £8.00 

FETF274A Blinds for livestock housing £22.00 

FETF275A Chimney ventilation unit £450.00 

FETF276A High volume low speed ventilation fans £1950.00 

FETF277A Temperature and humidity sensor £45.00 

FETF278A Water bowsers with integrated trough £1843.00 

FETF279A Vaccine refrigerator with external monitor £300.00 

FETF280A Handheld digital brix refractometer £82.00 

FETF281A Water heater £70.00 

FETF282A Vermin proof feed storage (portable) £163.00 

FETF283A Ammonia Sensor £362.00 

FETF284A Carbon Dioxide sensor £178.00 

FETF285A Dust sensor £39.00 

FETF286A Water dosing pump £150.00 

FETF287A Mobile livestock shade £4003.00 

FETF288A Tunnel ventilation fan £355.00 

FETF289A Handheld colostrum milking kit £46.00 

Cattle 

FEFT56 Mobile cattle handling system £5570.00 

FEFT57 Fixed cattle handling system £4102.00 

FEFT58 Cattle crush (automatic) £1343.00 

FEFT59 Cattle crush (manual) £1279.00 

FEFT60 Hydraulic or pneumatic operated squeeze crush £4360.00 

FEFT61 Squeeze crush (manual) £2060.00 

FEFT62 Head scoop for cattle crush £252.00 

FEFT63 Foot trimming add-on to cattle crushes £336.00 

FETF64 Specialist foot trimming cattle crush £1918.00 

FETF65 Calving gate £229.00 

FETF66 Cattle auto ID shedding gate (auto drafting) £2776.00 

FETF67 Auto cattle weighing equipment £1800.00 



FETF68 EID panel reader for cattle £620.00 

FETF85 Automated footbaths for cattle £2321.00 

FETF86 Cluster flush £258.00 

FETF87 Hand-held automatic teat washing system £2581.00 

FETF93 Mobile calf milk pasteuriser and dispenser £3246.00 

FETF94 Auto calf feeder with washing facility £3402.00 

FETF95 Additional feed station £649.00 

FETF98 Rotating cow brush £600.00 

FETF99 Swinging brushes for calves £386.00 

FETF221A Perimeter fencing  £168.00 

FETF222A Cow mattresses  £26.00 

FETF223A Mobile calf handling crate £327.00 

FETF224A Slatted floor inserts £3.00 

FETF225A Heat lamps for calves £25.00 

FETF226A Rubber flooring mats for cattle £16.00 

FETF227A Hanging ball toy for calves £29.00 

FETF228A Calf coat £7.00 

FETF229A Flexible cubicle dividers £43.00 

FETF230A Outdoor calf housing: Pair £604.00 

FETF231A Outdoor calf housing: Group £1738.00 

FETF232A Louvre ventilation system £115.00 

FETF233A Static cow brush £65.00 

FETF234A Rubber coverings for slatted floors for cattle buildings £25.00 

FETF235A Automated mobility/body condition scoring system £2360.00 

Sheep 

FETF69 Mobile sheep handling systems £3568.00 

FETF70 Fixed sheep handling system £2178.00 

FETF71 Sheep handler £1166.00 

FETF72 Automatic weighing and drafting crate for sheep £5478.00 

FETF73 Sheep conveyor £4,600.00 

FETF74 EID panel reader for sheep £597.00 

FETF75 Electronic weigh crate for sheep £1020.00 

FETF83 Mobile sheep dip £6220.00 

FETF236A Plastic slats £19.00 

FETF237A Snacker feeder £628.00 

FETF238A Lamb creep feeder with shelter £311.00 

FETF239A Lamb auto milk feeder £820.00 

FETF240A Foam disinfectant equipment £862.00 

FETF241A Turnover crate £578.00 

FETF242A Automated footbath for sheep £2650.00 

FETF243A Sheep race £331.00 

Pigs 

FETF76 Fixed handling system for pigs £840.00 

FETF77 Electronic pig weighing and sorting facility £1160.00 

FETF104 Enclosed piglet creeps with heat pad £155.00 

FETF244A Slatted floor inserts £3.00 

FETF245A Automatic curtain system for pig housing £38.00 

FETF246A Hanging enrichment toys for pigs £8.00 

FETF247A Individual ad lib farrowing feeder £130.00 

FETF248A Electronic sow feeder £2200.00 

FETF249A Foraging tower £55.00 

FETF250A Insulated farrowing ark £264.00 

FETF251A Robot pen cleaner £10187.00 



FETF252A Water tank drinker with stand £150.00 

FETF253A Auto-monitoring system for main unit for pig housing £853.00 

FETF254A Feed bin weighing equipment for pigs £225.00 

FETF255A Rubber coverings for slatted floors for pig buildings £25.00 

FETF256A Portable loading ramp £2239.00 

FETF257A Enrichment block holder £11.00 

Poultry 

FETF258A Automatic curtain system for poultry housing £38.00 

FETF259A Auto-monitoring system for main unit for poultry housing £853.00 

FETF260A Automatic weigh scale for poultry £328.00 

FETF261A Feed bin weighing equipment for poultry £225.00 

FETF262A Poultry perches (mushroom) £12.00 

FETF263A Broiler perch £18.00 

FETF264A Automatic enrichment feeder for poultry £108.00 

FETF265A Freestanding platforms and ramps £150.00 

FETF266A Nipple drinker system £16.00 

FETF267A Housing platforms and ramps £60.00 

FETF268A Spin feeder £890.00 

FETF269A Poultry feed system for split feeding £4162.00 

FETF270A 3D weighing camera system for poultry £1125.00 

FETF271A Ultrasonic water meter £506.00 

 


